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admitting the jurisdiction of the English court in respect of a
void marriage, even though the petitioner alone is resident in
England, apply mutatis mutandis to a suit abroad and their
repetiti0n here would be without profit.1
(^/Jurisdiction based on place of marriage^ Although the P!ace of
matter was scarcely douttfulTlf was eventually decided by ^nTs^
Corbett v. Corbett2 that a foreign nullity decree, based upon a jurisdiction
ground that renders the marriage void, is effective in the eyes
of English law if given by the court of the locus celcbrationis.
y\2) Choice of law.
The question may be put whether the failure of a foreign Decree in
court of competent jurisdiction to apply the appropriate rule ^™^n
for the choice of law as understood in England renders its effective,
decree ineffective. This much, at any rate, is clear, that a nul- though,
vi	•	f    • i	• i	-111	•	proper law
Jity decree in respect of either a void or a voidable marriage, not applied
if given by the court of the common domicil, must be recog-
nized whatever rule for the choice of law may have been applied.
V x De Massa v. De Massa* is a striking illustration of this:
^-	T>	tut**************	m*M~*~
A marriage solemnized in due form at the Paddington Registry
Office, between parties who were French by nationality and by
domicil, was annulled in France on the grounds that:
 (a)	the petitioner had not obtained the parental consent required
by French law; and
 (b)	the marriage had not been recorded in the French register.
Lord Merrivale accepted the French decree as binding. *A
French tribunal', he said, *of competent jurisdiction has
annulled the marriage and that declaration of nullity comes into
operation/ He was not disturbed by the fact that the French
court had ignored the fundamental rule that the lex loci celebra-
tionis governs the form of the marriage ceremony.
There is nothing startling in this decision. It complies with Merits of
the established rule that a foreign judgment, if given by a court f*"""*'"
possessing jurisdiction in the international sense, is binding in <
England and cannot be impeached on its merits.4 When sued jjj
upon in this country it cannot be successfully attacked on the
ground that the court mistook or misapplied the relevant legal
system, whether English or foreign.5 The decisive factor is the
jurisdiction of the foreign court. In the case of a suit in rem>
1 Supra, pp. 367-9.	2 [1957] * WJLR.486.
1 (1931), reported [1939] ^ All E.R* 150 N; followed in Gaknc v. Galtnt,
[1939] P. 237.	4 Infra, pp. 661-7.
5 Godardv* Gray (1870), 6 Q.B. 139, infra, p. 664.

